
CRIMPLE BECK BOULDERING 
OS ref: SE 379515 

Some unusual boulder problems on the strange 

underlying sandstone or “Plumpton Grit”.  Details of the 

classic routes at the crag are on p.489 Yorkshire 

Limestone (YMC, 2005).  The friction properties and 

sandstone holds both demand respect. 

 

 

1 Dry-In-The-Rain Traverse   Font 2 

L-R Traverse the obvious finned break; finish at the end 

of the main wall or continue easily until you can step off. 

 

2 Crimple Beck Traverse   Font 6a+ 

Traverse the much thinner lower break.  Climb the face 

when it runs out. 

 
 

3 Rockfort Rib   Font 4 

(YMC guide route 10)  Climb the positive holds up arête 

from a standing start. 

 

4 Victorian Bog Wall   Font 5 

Gain the rib from a sitting start on the quartzy wall.  The 

sandy crack on the right is in at this grade. 

 

 

5 Cheesy Socks   Font 5 

The thin overhang to the right of Gorgonzola. 

 

 
 3         4           5 

6 Cheesecake Sit Start   Font 3 

(YMC guide route 12) SD Layback (or jam) to the ledge. 

 

7 Layback Eliminate   Font 5 

Bridge the corner eliminating the layback crack. 

 

8 Right Corner   Font 4 

Climb the sandy face; the edge of arête is in, but not the 

deep flake. 

 

9 Huge Flake   Font 3 

SD Use the huge flake to surmount the wall. 

 

10 The Crack   Font 3 

The crack and everything around it. 

 

11 Shooting Wall   Font 4+ 

The wall using both cracks.  Brilliant. 

 

 

12 Razors   Font 6b+ 

Eliminate both cracks (don’t even use footholds beyond 

these) and climb the face direct using the little razor holds 

on the right. 

 

The sandy wall going right might offer more options; 

only one is recorded: 

 

13 Sandy Wall   Font 4+ 

Just right of a square cut-out at deck level.  Climb the 

face to the prominent holes.  Stay right of the crack, but 

you can use it (not on topo). 
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